
Were both ventral and dorsal corners of the Shroud rewoven? 

In one of the recent posts on shroudstory.com
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 Joe Marino published several interesting 

excerpts from Carlos Evaristo book The Untold Story of the Holy Shroud. The book claims to 

contain unpublished information from the Savoy family archives. The most interesting quote 

goes as follow: 

 

“Another fact confirmed by His Majesty [King Umberto II] was that it was traditionally 

affirmed, that at one point in the past, he edges of the Lenzuoli (Sheet) had become so tattered 

as to cause embarrassment or criticism of the Custodians, and those areas were repaired and 

rewoven using identical techniques, but obviously with similar, yet newer, materials 

containing dyes and other medieval manufacturing ingredients, in an attempt to better blend 

the new sections in, as best possible, with the original fabric.” 

 

What’s fascinating is that in the alleged quote, king Umberto speaks of the plural edges, 

suggesting there were more than just a single repair. If genuine, this could be extremely 

intriguing, because it may be related to what I considered as one of the weaker points in 

Benford & Marino argumentation –the spectral quad mosaic. 

 

In Discrepancies in the radiocarbon dating area of the Turin shroud
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, on Fig 5. Benford & 

Marino present quad mosaic close-ups of the corners of the Shroud: 

 
 

They argue that different colors on the mosaic indicate different chemical composition, due to 

the different spectral reflectance indices of different materials. I agree with that statement, 

provided that lighting conditions are similar (which is probably true for small areas around the 

corners, but may pose problems in larger scales –the infamous blue halos on the upper edges 

of quad mosaic photos) –but the problem is, as always, an interpretation of what this different 

chemical signature means. Does it indicate different yarns due to the patch? Or maybe just 

merely surface contamination? Flury-Lemberg criticizes reweave theory, pointing among 

other things
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: 

The late Raymond Rogers examined the surrounding areas where the sample had been taken, 

by means of infrared pictures of the shroud. The pictures show discolorations in these areas. 



This has been the inducement for the hypothesis of the mending in medieval times.[…] Rogers 

attributed the colour change of the one area of the shroud to medieval repairs to which he 

was unable to give further indications. Nowhere in his analysis of the colour picture can be 

found a reference to the very real dirt deposit which is very visible without technical devices. 

So it could be expected that the deposit also showed in some way in the infrared picture. The 

question to the chemist in this regard would be: how do sweat and oil etc. from human hands 

show in an infrared picture? (pg. 4-5) 

Indeed, looking at the pre-1988 pictures, one can easily see discolorations in the Shroud 

corners. One could ask: does the quad-mosaic add anything new? 

 

Coming back to it, one could easily notice that similar greenish color is present at both ventral 

(Raes/C14) and dorsal corner –which, following Benford & Marino interpretation, suggest 

similar chemical composition (however, one should add: assuming the lighting conditions 

were similar, which is always problematic): 

 



However, we have results of Ray Rogers’ microscope/chemical investigation of threads from 

Raes/C14 corner.
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 He claimed that: 

All threads from the Raes sample and the yarn segments from the radiocarbon sample show 

colored encrustations (or coatings) on their surfaces. […] Chemical tests on both the 

radiocarbon and Raes samples show their coatings to consist of a plant gum containing 

alizarin dye present in two forms. (pg. 191) [...]The presence of alizarin dye and red lakes in 

the Raes and radiocarbon samples indicates that the color has been manipulated. 

Specifically, the color and distribution of the coating implies that repairs were made at an 

unknown time with foreign linen dyed to match the older original material.[…] A 

gum/dye/mordant coating is easy to observe on Raes and radiocarbon yarns. No other part of 

the shroud shows such a coating. (pg. 192) 

Yes of course –but we can see discolorations with naked eye, Rogers just examined what they 

consist of (it is good to note that contrary to Flury-Lemberg, Rogers does not mention dirt, oil 

and sweat, which he certainly should have noticed had those been there) But does the 

presence of dye (to mask a repair?) prove the invisible mending? Not yet –some skeptics put 

forward a hypothesis that the original corners of the Shroud were deliberately painted for 

protective, or some other reasons. And with such possibility, and the cotton content disputed, 

the only hard to undermine evidence Rogers provides is vanillin.  

I took a quick look at the corners in ShroudScope –first in natural colours, than I turned it into 

B&W, adjusting brightness&contrast. 

 

 



Remmants of the top ventral (Raes/C14) corner. Below 3D representation in ImageJ: 

 

 

 

Top dorsal corner. Look also at 3D representation of it in ImageJ: 



 

Now bottom corners, for the sake of completeness. 

  

 



 

Bottom ventral corner. 

 

 



 

Bottom dorsal corner. 

One can have different opinion, but for me, discoloration of especially top corners seems to 

have too regular rectangular shape for being simply a result of handling –it was rather done on 

purpose (what?). 

Perhaps evidence for the invisible mending is still on the Shroud –at its opposite end. Or 

perhaps invisible mending theory is untenable. Or perhaps there is some different answer.  

The mystery of radiocarbon datings still remains… 

To be continued. 
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